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(Received 27 October 2003; published 4 June 2004)223004-1We study quantum feedback cooling of atomic motion in an optical cavity. We design a feedback
algorithm that can cool the atom to the ground state of the optical potential with high efficiency despite
the nonlinear nature of this problem. An important ingredient is a simplified state-estimation
algorithm, necessary for a real-time implementation of the feedback loop. We also describe the critical
role of parity dynamics in the cooling process and present a simple theory that predicts the achievable
steady-state atomic energies.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.223004 PACS numbers: 32.80.Qk, 03.67.–a, 32.80.Pj, 42.50.–pcontrol [4,15]. An important issue that we address here resonance, 	 is the photodetection efficiency,  is theThe control of quantum systems is a problem that lies at
the heart of several fields, including atom optics and
nanomechanics. Many of the techniques developed thus
far for controlling quantum systems in an initially un-
known state involve the use of dissipative processes to
achieve a well-defined final state, as in the laser cooling
methods in atom optics [1]. A different paradigm for
cooling involves modifying the system Hamiltonian
based on information provided by measurements (i.e.,
quantum feedback control). Such a strategy for control
is generally applicable to quantum as well as classical
systems [2–8]. As quantum-limited measurement tech-
niques become more available, quantum feedback control
is likely to soon be an essential element in atom-optical
and nanomechanical toolkits.
One of the most promising avenues for the study of
quantum feedback control centers on experiments in cav-
ity quantum electrodynamics (CQED), where a single
quantum system may be monitored continuously in real
time, as has been demonstrated in a series of pioneering
experiments [9–12]. Furthermore, the optical potential
due to the cavity light provides an easily adjustable means
for applying forces on the atom. Feedback has been shown
to increase the storage time for atoms in such an experi-
mental system [13]. Despite these efforts, however,
CQED feedback cooling has not yet been conclusively
demonstrated, highlighting the need for a deeper theo-
retical understanding of this system as well as more
sophisticated, higher performance cooling algorithms.
Our goal here is to develop approximate estimation and
control algorithms for cooling the atomic motion in such
a CQED system—an ‘‘active cooling’’ approach that is
distinct from passive cavity cooling methods [14]. We
then analyze the performance of these algorithms ana-
lytically as well as through numerical simulations. This
problem is particularly interesting due to the nonlinear
form of the measurement operator, a situation distinct
from previous studies of nonlinear quantum feedback0031-9007=04=92(22)=223004(4)$22.50is whether the (Gaussian) estimation methods developed
for linear systems are still effective in this problem.
The setup we are considering is an atom in a micro-
cavity in the strong-coupling regime, as in the aforemen-
tioned CQED experiments [9–12], but where the output
light is monitored via homodyne detection [16], which
gives information about the atomic position in the cavity
[17]. We consider the case where the light is resonant with
the cavity, but the detuning from atomic resonance is
much larger than the natural atomic linewidth. We thus
analyze the coupled atom-cavity system after adiabatic
elimination of the cavity and internal atomic dynamics
[18]. The resulting stochastic master equation (SME) in
Itoˆ form [19] for the atomic motion conditioned on the
homodyne measurement, describing the observer’s best
estimate for the atomic state, is
d  iHeff ;  dt cos2~kX; cos2~kX;  dt
 2	p fcos2~kX;   2hcos2~kXig dW: (1)
The effective atomic Hamiltonian is
Heff  P2  Vmaxcos2~kX; (2)
and dW is given in terms of the scaled photodetector
current (measurement record) d~r by
dW  d~rt= 	p  8	p hcos2~kXidt: (3)
The physical interpretation of Eqs. (1) and (3) is that the
photocurrent is a direct measurement of cos2~kX within
the adiabatic approximation. In these expressions, we are
using scaled units such that the position is measured in
units of

h=m!HO
p , momentum is measured in units of
hm!HO
p
, and time is measured in units of 2=!HO,
where !HO : gk

2 h=jmjp is the oscillation frequency
in the harmonic approximation for one of the optical
potential wells, g is the CQED coupling constant, m is
the atomic mass,  is the detuning from the atomic 2004 The American Physical Society 223004-1
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FIG. 1 (color online). Tracking behavior of the Gaussian
estimator for the position centroid and variance for a sample
trajectory. The expectation values for the true wave packet
(heavy lines) are shown with the corresponding Gaussian
estimator quantities (narrow lines). The cooling algorithm
was activated at t  2.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Evolution of the mean effective energy
hHeffi (relative to the minimum potential energy), illustrating
the cooling-algorithm performance. Shown are cooling via the
Gaussian estimator (heavy solid), cooling based on the photo-
current signal (narrow solid), and free atomic evolution with no
cooling (dashed). Each curve is an average of 128 trajectories.
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is the optical spatial frequency, ~k : k h=m!HO
p ,
Vmax : =~k2,  : 22g4=2!HO is the effective
measurement strength,  is the energy decay rate of the
cavity, and drt  =!HO
p
d~rt is the physical photo-
current. The model thus has only three independent pa-
rameters, ~k, , and 	, in addition to any parameters that
specify how the optical potential is modulated. For the
atomic parameters, we consider cesium driven on the D2
line, so that m  2:21 1025 kg and k  11 732 cm1.
For the cavity parameters, we choose values similar to
those used in recent CQED experiments [9–11], yielding
=2  40 MHz, g=2  120 MHz, and   1. We also
assume an optical detuning of =2  4 GHz to the red
of the atomic resonance. The corresponding scaled pa-
rameters are   23:6 and ~k  0:155. The scaled depth of
the optical potential is Vmax  131, so that the lowest two
band energies are within 1% of their values in the
harmonic approximation. We also choose the idealized
detection efficiency of 	  1. However, cooling perfor-
mance similar to that shown below is achievable even in
the presence of detector inefficiency (	 well below 0:5) as
well as other real-world limitations such as hardware
propagation and computation delays [20].
While integration of the SME in order to obtain a state
estimate is sensible in principle, in practice it is much too
difficult to integrate the SME in real time. To solve this
problem we must simplify the estimator. We make a
Gaussian ansatz for the atomic Wigner function (which,
equivalently, prescribes how the Weyl-ordered moments
of the atomic state factorize). In doing so, we reduce the
effort of integrating a partial differential equation to the
much more manageable effort of integrating a set of five
coupled ordinary differential equations for the means hXi
and hPi, the variances Vx, Vp, and the covariance Cxp :
hXP PXi  hXihPi [21]. The tracking behavior of the
Gaussian estimator is illustrated in Fig. 1, which com-
pares the evolution of the position mean and variance for
an atom evolving according to Eq. (1) with the same
quantities from a Gaussian estimator evolution beginning
with an arbitrary initial state. The estimator rapidly locks
on to the true solution. The ability of the estimator to
track both quantities well is crucial to the success of the
control algorithm that we present here.
Intuitively, an algorithm that responds to the wave-
packet centroid, raising the optical potential while the
atom is climbing one side of a well, should cool the atom.
However, such a strategy eventually breaks down due to
uncontrolled pumping of energy into the wave-packet
variances. The key to obtaining an effective control al-
gorithm is to consider the energy evolution due to the
Hamiltonian part of the SME: @thHeffifb  @tVmax 
hcos2~kXi. From this expression, it is clear that a ‘‘bang-
bang’’ strategy is optimal for cooling if we consider only
cyclic modulations of the potential amplitude within a
limited range. The potential should be switched to the
extreme low value when the quantity hcos2~kXi is
223004-2maximized and to the extreme high value when this
quantity is minimized. We denote these extreme values
of the potential by 1 "2Vmax and 1 "2Vmax. Such a
control strategy is sensitive to energy in both the cent-
roids and variances of the atom. Of course, it is difficult to
tell whether hcos2~kXi is at an extremum based only on
information at the current time. Thus, to complete the
feedback algorithm, we fit a quadratic curve to the history
of this quantity at each time step and trigger on the slope
of this curve at the current time.
An example of the cooling algorithm in action is
shown in Fig. 2, which compares the energy evolution
for an ensemble of atoms (where each atom is cooled
separately in an independent simulation) undergoing
cooling for "  0:1 with the energy evolution without223004-2
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FIG. 3 (color online). Evolution of the band populations for
the lowest four energy bands of the optical lattice, averaged
over 128 trajectories. Top: cooling based on the Gaussian
estimator. Bottom: cooling based on perfect knowledge of
the actual wave function.
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Without cooling, the atoms simply heat up due to the
measurement back action (or, equivalently, the stochastic
cavity decay process), until they are eventually lost from
the optical potential. The heating rate is set by the second
term in the SME: @thHeffimeas  8hcos2~kXsin2~kXi.
The cooling algorithm is able to counteract the measure-
ment heating, and the atoms settle to a steady-state energy
much lower than the initial energy. Also shown in Fig. 2 is
the cooling performance of a much simpler algorithm,
which arises by noting that the photocurrent is a direct
measure of hcos2~kXi (plus noise), and that it should be
possible to cool the atoms by triggering on the photo-
current signal itself (an approach similar in spirit to the
‘‘differentiating feedback’’ strategy in Ref. [13]). In this
case, the same quadratic curve-fitting procedure is used
to temper the measurement noise. Although cooling to a
steady state still occurs in this case, the cooling perfor-
mance is substantially worse than for the Gaussian esti-
mator. This indicates that the Gaussian estimator acts as a
nearly optimal filter (in the same sense as a Kalman filter
[22]) for the relevant information in the photodetector
signal. The results shown were generated assuming initial
conditions and curve-fit details as follows, although the
results do not sensitively depend on these values: The
atoms begin in a coherent state (Vx  Vp  1=2), and
each has an initial centroid energy corresponding to an
amplitude of oscillation equal to 58% of the distance to
the edge of the well, chosen so the atoms are clearly
trapped but not particularly cold. The initial locations
of the atoms are distributed uniformly between the bot-
tom of the well and this maximum distance. The Gaussian
estimator begins with the (impure-state) initial condi-
tions hXie  6, hPie  0, VeX  VeP  1=

2
p
, and Ce  0.
The estimator is evolved in steps of t  0:0005, and at
each step the quadratic curve is fitted to the values of
hcos2~kXi computed from the 300 most recent estima-
tor steps.
The cooling performance is further illustrated in Fig. 3,
which shows the populations in the lowest four bands of
the optical potential. Most of the steady-state population
is in the lowest two bands, accounting for 94% of the
population, and these two bands are almost equally popu-
lated. We now show that this behavior can be understood
in terms of the parity of the atomic state. The atomic
parity is invariant under Hamiltonian evolution in the
atomic potential (and hence the influence of the control
algorithm). However, the measurement term in the SME
causes the atomic parity to diffuse according to
dhP i   8	p hP cos2~kXi  hP ihcos2~kXi dW;
(4)
where P is the parity operator. In fact, this is an unbiased,
nonstationary diffusion process that causes hP i to ‘‘pu-
rify’’ at late times to the extreme values1 of pure parity,
so that the homodyne measurement acts like a quantum
nondemolition measurement of the atomic parity. Since
223004-3the atomic initial condition described above corresponds
to hP i  0, the measurement process drives the atoms to
states with either pure even or pure odd parity with equal
probability. The obvious consequence of this effect for
cooling is that only half of the atoms can be cooled to the
ground band, while the remaining half can be cooled at
best to the first excited band [21]. However, due to this
purification effect, which allows the observer to know
which of these two possibilities occurs, cooling to the first
excited band is essentially equivalent to cooling to the
ground state. The atom can be driven between these two
bands with an additional coherent process (e.g., modula-
tion via an additional classical optical potential).
Much of the residual energy (excitation out of the
lowest two bands) is due to the inability of the Gaussian
estimator to perfectly track the true atomic state. In this
light, the cooling performance is quite impressive, espe-
cially considering the highly non-Gaussian nature of the
first excited state, toward which half the atoms are cool-
ing. To show this behavior explicitly, we can remove the
estimator from the problem and repeat the same ensemble
of simulations where the cooling algorithm operates
based on the value of hcos2~kXi computed with respect
to the actual atomic wave function. These results are also
shown in Fig. 3, and in this case the lowest two bands
account for 98% of the atomic population.223004-3
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FIG. 4 (color online). Final energies, measured over the
interval from t  90 to 100, as the switching amplitude "
varies. Circles: cooling based on the Gaussian estimator.
Squares: cooling based on perfect knowledge of the actual
wave function. Dashed line: simple cooling theory, Eq. (5).
Inset: magnified view of the same data. Error bars reflect
standard errors from averages over 128 trajectories.
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by a simple analytic theory, which we now derive. We
assume that the atomic energy is near the ground-state
energy E0, so that we can make the harmonic approxi-
mation for the potential. We further assume for the mo-
ment that all the energy E in excess of E0 is associated
with the wave-packet centroid (i.e., the wave packet is not
squeezed). Then the quantity Vmaxhcos2~kXi exhibits
oscillations of peak-to-peak magnitude E. Assuming
that the switching occurs at the extremal times, the
energy-evolution expression above leads to a coarse-
grained cooling rate of @thHeffifb  8"hHeffi  E0.
On the other hand, the heating rate discussed above can
be rewritten as @thHeffimeas  4~k4hHeffi. Steady state
occurs when these two rates sum to zero:
hHeffiss  E0  E121  : (5)
Here,  : ~k4=2", and we have made the replacement
E0 ! E0  E1=2 in view of the above parity consider-
ations, where E1 is the energy of the first excited band.
We can also derive a theory for the other extreme,
where we assume all the excess energy is associated
purely with squeezing the wave packet and not with the
centroid. In this case, the oscillations of Vmaxhcos2~kXi
are of peak-to-peak magnitude

hHeffi2  E20
q
. Then the
1 1 dependence in Eq. (5) is replaced by 1
21=2. In the regime  1 where this theory should
be valid, this prediction is always below that of Eq. (5),
and thus the centroid-only theory more faithfully repre-
sents the physical cooling limit.
Equation (5) is compared with simulated late-time
energies in Fig. 4. The simulated energies are in good
agreement with the simple theory, although they are
generally higher than the simple theoretical prediction.
Again, much of this discrepancy is due to the imperfect
tracking behavior of the Gaussian estimator, and the
223004-4simulated energies from cooling based on perfect knowl-
edge of the actual wave function are in better agreement.
Qualitatively, we see a transition between ineffective and
effective cooling with "; essentially, " must be large
enough that the cooling rate exceeds the heating rate,
ensuring that the system is controllable. Beyond this
transition, the system displays a remarkable insensitivity
to the value of the switching amplitude; we observe
similar robustness to the changes in the other parameters
, ~k, and 	.
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